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As we enter the 1980s, civic leaders in cities across the South and
indeed the entire nation aretaking stock of the urban policies of the last
twenty years, and much of that stock-taking centers on the issue of
growth, or its absence. This reappraisal has been encouraged by the
fact that 1980 was a decennial federal census year, the time we tally the
latest results in the urban sweepstakes. The preliminary results
stunned big city leaders in both frostbelt and sunbelttowns. Baltimore
and Philadelphia lost 18 percent in population in the preliminary

count, and Wilmington, North Carolina, 15.9 percent. Washington,
D.C.'s population plummeted 25 percent, Kansas City dropped 15 percent, and St. Louis, which is rapidly becoming a chief symbol of our
sick cities, suffered a shocking 13.7 percent population loss in a decade.
Chicago's population fell by 644,000 persons, and more surprisingly,
107 Chicago suburbs and the Chicago metropolitan area generally lost
population, the latter for the first time in its history. Around Washington and the close-in Virginia suburbs of Arlington andAlexandria lost
13 and 9 percent of their population respectively. Even Los Angeles,
once the national symbol of sunbelt urban growth, recorded what was

forit

a minuscule increase of 2.9 percent. These results have been most
depressing for big city mayors, who, as Atlanta's Maynard Jackson
put it, felt "knocked down, dragged, fed up and disgusted" by the early
counts which struck them as not merely unbelievable but outrageous.
The reasons for their ire, of course, are obvious. As Jackson told a

congressional hearing on the issue: "There are two itty-bitty little
things at stake here - money and votes," a reference to the fear among
big cities about the loss of federal funding and a diminished representa-

*This essay is adapted from a talk presented by Profeesor Miller at a conference sponsored by the
CapeFear Area Opportunities Industrialization Centers, Inc. (Wilmington, N.C.) and funded by the
North Carolina Humanities Committee.
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tion in Congress and the state legislatures as a consequence of population declines.l
These figures seem to suggest, as some students of urban growth
have argued, that our central cities are indeed fated to become the
empty hole in the metropolitan doughnut. But as Neil R. Peirce, a
perceptive journalist who specializes in state and local government
affairs, noted, the news for the central cities from the census bureau
was not al1 bad. He pointed out that many cities which had lost population registered gains in the number of urban households, and that even
in sunbelt cities which gained in population, the rate of household
formations outstripped those gains. What this meant was that central
cities had become the special haven of young single people, newly
married people, the divorced, and young and older people living with
"companions," roommates or partners, and of the elderly living alone.
And by 1990, according to the report from the MlT-Harvard Joint
Center for Urban Studies, only 50 percent of households will be headed
by married couples - compared to 80 percent in 1950. In 1990, as the
type of household will be'typical': The nuclear
report put it: "No one
family consisting of mom, dad, and the kids willno longerhold sway as

it

once did."2
One ffi&y, like the big city mayors, dispute the preliminary census
findings on urban population growth, a.nd one may disagree with the
configuration and consequences of the kind of households projected for
1990 by the MlT-Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies. But to a
historian, and perhaps to others as well, what was striking about these
recent discussions of population growth, no growth, and the increase in
the rate of household formation in cities was the absence of references
to southern cities as a peculiar variety of the American species, and to
the South as either laggard, leading, or pursuing a distinctive course in
these most recent processes of urbanization.
That is striking because until very recently conventional wisdom
has held that the South has been peculiar historically because it was

rural; that it has had very few cities of any significance, and that the
few it did have lagged far behind the East and the North in urbanization and constituted different kinds of cities. And those "facts" formed
much of the foundation for the hallowed argument that the South
comprised a distinctive region with a distinctive history and culture if
not a distinctive civilization.s According to this view of the South's

tChicago Tribune, August 31, 1980, Section 1, p. 10; Cincinnati Post, September9, 1980,5A. Alsosee
The New Yorh Times, July 7, 1980, A.1 and 87, for a ranking of cities from most depressed to least
depressed on the basis of economic indicators from the 1970s.

2Circinnati Posl, September 9, 1980,5A.
;lSee Rupert B. Vance and Nicholas Demerath, eds., The Urban Sozrh (Chapel Hill: University of
1954), and George B. Tindall, The Emergence of the New South, 1913-1945
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1967), Ch. XVII.
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p_ast, the region did not even try to foster city growth until about
1870, when a gr_oup 9f New souttr spokesmen launched a fifty year
camp-aig_n to^industrialize and urbanize Dixie, an effort whidh pro-

duced what C. Vann Woodward once charactenzed as an industiial
and urban evolution rather than an industrial and urban revolution.a
According to this same conventional wisdom, the South ledbythenew

agrarians turned its back on the materialistic values of uiban and
industrial America in the 1920s and 1930s, only to emerge from its
torpo-r after World War II when defense spending and thJrise of socalled footloose industries made it possible for the entire southern and
western rim of the continent to emerge as the region of the most
dynamic metropolitan growth. Incidentally, this same area came to be

known as the bulwark of the new conservatism from which the Goldwaters, Nixons, and Reagans would build an era of national ascendancy for a revitalized Republican Party cut loose from its former
depende_nce upo-n the decadent, declining, and urban dominated region
knownderisively as the home of the snowbirds or as the regio., ofth"

frostbelt.5
- - It is beyond the scope of this essay to challenge the political aspect
of the conventional account of the past pattern of urban growth in the
South. But it is possible to compose an alternative ,ur"rio, of other
parts of the story. This version of the story concedes that thehistory of
southern cities and of urbanization in the South differs in detail fiom
that in other areas of the country,_but it also suggests that the pattern
of urban grgwth and how it was done as a matl& of general sirategy
was not so distinctive after all.
Throughout our colonial history, for example, seacoast cities dominated the economic, social, political, intellectual, and artistic life of the
various colonies. If one is willing to include the Spanish and French
holdings in North America as part of our colonia[ past, one will note
that Florida had cities before New England. Ottier seacoast cities
sprang_up r4 the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and the South
as in _Nq* England and the Middle Atlantic States proceeded by the

establishment of an urban frontier from which the wild countriside

was transformed and its native inhabitants either "civilizui,, o,
like Norfolk, Wil- places
mington, savannah, charleston, Pensacola,
and New orleans
like the other colonial seacoast cities, also functioned as hinges,
gathering people, ideas, and goods from abroad and shipping them to
removed. These southern seacoast cities

aC.

Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1877-lgt3 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univer.

sity Press,

1951).

sDavid C. Perrv and Alfred J. Watkins, eds., The Rise of the
Sunbelt Citres (Beverly Hills: Sage
Publications , L977); David R. Goldfield and Blaine A. Brownell, (Jrban America: From Downtown to
No Town (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1924), Ch. 14.
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the interior, and gathering people, ideas, and goods from the interior
and shipping them abroad. Nor were these early southern cities in_significant-.-During the eighteenth century, as Carl Bridenbaugh has
observed, Charleston ranked as one of the English colonies' five
wealthiest and most urbane cities,6 and early in the second quarter of
the nineteenth century, when Chicago was little more than a fort in a
swamp, New Orleans threatened to outstrip New Yorkin the volume of
trad.e ii'handled. Indeed, during the early nineteenth century the South
urbanized at a rate unmatched in the Western world except by England
and the North.
So from the beginning of European and American encroachment
on this continent the South had cities, and they multiplied and grew at
an impressive rate. That process proceeded through the middle decades
of the nineteenth century, and in the South, as elsewhere, it stemmed
not merely from the influence of economic, social, technological, or
geographic forces, but also from the efforts of city boosters who supmore attractive and
iorl"a policies and projects to make their cities
prorputbrrs and to eipand the reach of their influence. In Charleston,
a group of fire-eaters championed secession not only a-s
?o.
path-of'salvation for the South but also as a means by which
the "*u*ple,
Charleston could break free from whatits leaders saw as the stultifying
economic dominance of New York City. And J.B.D. DeBow, an indefatigable booster of New Orleans'fortunes, also saw the sectional conflict
in urban terms. As he put it in the 1840s,
a contest has been going on between the North and
South, not limited to slavery or no slavery - to-qbolition or no abolition, nor to the policies of either Whigs
or Democrats, as such, but a contest for the wealth
and commerce of the great valley of the Mississippi
a battle for no principle of government, no right of
-human
freedom in the abstract, but a contest tend.ered by our Northern brethern, whetherthe growing
com*eice of the Great West, shall be thrown upon
New Orleans or given to the Atlantic cities - which
shall receive, store, sell and ship the immense-products of that country lyrng between theAppalachian
and Rocky Mountains.T
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Ultimately, New orleans lost that contest as Chicago, aided by federal
legislation and eastern and foreign investors, captured crulial rail
links both to the east and the west, thus deflecting the flow of commerce
e->.<clusively d_own the Mississippi via St. Louis to New Orleans. But that
did not end the efforts of southern civic leaders,likethose eiJewhere, to
secure state and federal assistance for harbor and wharf improvements and for railway construction, one notable episode of which
ilvo_lved the great compromise over the contested presldential election
of 1876 by which the South was supposed to receive federal aid on
several port improvement and railway building schemes.s
Mid-nineteenth century southern city boosters, like those elsewhere, did not restrict their efforts to transportation schemes, however,
and _did not rely s_olely on state or federal assistance. In these years
southern civic leaders participated in the transformation of municipal
government into an a_ctive ?gency to defend and advance the p.rbli"
interest. Southern and northern cities abandoned volunteer fire and
police forces in favor of a full-time paid municipal force. They gave up
on Boards of Health which acted only during epidemics or the tlreat o1
epidemics in favor of full-time paid municipai departments of health
which systematically policed the sanitary state of the cities. Both
southern and northern cities began to build citywide gas, water and
sewer systems, city parks, and horse-drawn railways. Attempts were
made as well to improve the common schools. Civic lead"", ."io"s the
nation bu!l! up mechanics institutes, academies, medical and law colleges, and held mechanics expositions and commercial conventions.
These cities in themid-nineteenth century engaged in annexations and
consolidation movements which broadenea ttre municipal political
arena and generally, but particularly in New Orleans, heiped enliven
urban-politics. And southern leaders, like those elsewher", Lrr"orrraged
manufacturins. constructed opulent hotels, created mercantile ass6ci3t1o1s, and compiled city directories as a means of rationalizing urban
life.e

In this view, then, southern urban history during the mid-nineteenth century does not look so different from that elsewhere in the
country. And additional evidence could be martialed. As Richard C.
Wade and Howard Rabinowitz have argued,lo Jim Crowreplaced slav-

6On the eompromise of the 1876 presidential election see
C. Vann Woodw ard,, Reunion ond Reaction

(Boston: Little, Brown, 1951).
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,rCarl Bridenbaugh, Cities in R.euolt: (Jrban Life in Am.erica, 1743-1776 (New York: Knopf' 1964);
(Jrbon Socicty (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall,
, The Euolution of Americon
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in History-Some American Perspectives," in Werner Z.
LIrban Life and. Forrz (New York: Holt, Rinehart and winston' 1963).

?euoted in Richard C. Wade, "The City

Mirsch,

ed..,

eThis paragraph and much that follows draws on the essays in Blaine
A. Brownell and David R.
Goldfield, ds., The City in Southern History (Port Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat press, 19??). On city
government in the mid-nineteenth century, however, see also Alan I. Marcus, "In Sicknese and in
Health . . .," (Ph.D. diss., University of Cincinnati, 1979), and Marcus, ,.The Strange Career of
Municipal Health Initiatives: Cincinnati and City Government in the Early Nineteenih Century,,,
Journal of Urban History, VoL 7, No. 1 (November 1980), pp. B-29.

t0Richard C Wade, Slauery in the Cities (New York: Oxford
University Prese, 1964); Howard N.
Rabinowitz, Soce Relations inthe (Jrban South,-1865-1890(New York: Oxford UniversityPress, 1928).
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form a part of the American nation conceived as a unified and homogeneous national entitY.12
The analysis of the South as a problem because of its urban backwardness and peculiarity persisted into the twentieth century, and it
sparked a variety of projects to bring the South into conformity with
the new conception of the American norm of modernity. Among other
things, it suggLsted the appropriateness of industrializing older cities
on tf,e'periptrery of the region and of prqieg_ts to exploit the mineral
,e"orrc6s and labor of the interior South. Philanthropists, journalists,
scientists, educators, capitalists, and speculators joined in these projects, and while their efforts may not-have produced an industrial
ievoiution, they brought a significant change in the southern pattern
of urbani zation, namely the rapid growth of cities and mill, coal, and
railway towns in the interior of Dixie.
We often forget, moveover, that some of these interior placgs were
quintessentially modern, as that word was then understood. Atlanta
.o-ur to mind, of course, but a good case can be made for the proposition that Birmingham was, as indeed it came to be known, the "Magic
City" of this new South.
Merely a gleam in the eyes of iron, railroad and real
estate speculators in the 1870s, it had by the turn of
the century a diverse economic base and ranked as a
strong challengerto Atlanta's claim on supremacy in
the Southeast. By that time, too, it possessed a more
diverse white ethnic contingent than most southern
cities, as well as burgeoning black ghettoes which
contained about one third of the total population. As
in other places North and South, moreover, people,
industry, and business spilled across the original
municipal boundaries, creating the basis for city suburban conflict and setting the stage for the great
annexation drive of 1910 which yielded'Greater Bir-

mingham,' a sprawling municipality described !y
one modest booster as the 'Magic City of the World,
the marvel of the South, the miracle of the Continent,
the dream of the Hemisphere, the vision of all Mankind.' And tike other places, rapid urban growth com-

r2..Give us your sons as hostages," said Henry D. Grady in 1889 during a request for northern
capital and men. "When you plant your capital in the millions, send your sons that they may help
know how true are our hearts and may help to swell the AngloSaxon current until it can carry without
danger this black infusion." Quoted in Thomas F. Gossett, Race: The History of an ldea in America
(Dal]as: Southern Methodist University Press, 1963), pp. 264-265. See also Zane L. Miller, "The Riee of
theCity,', HayesHistoricalJournal(forthcoming),andMiller,"UrbanBlacksintheSouth..-,"in[,eo
F. Schnore, ia., fn" New (Jrban History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975), pp. 184-185.
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bined with technological and scientific innovations
set off a sustained demand for impr_oved and new
municipai r"r.ri""s which broadened the scope of
local gbr"rn*ent. To a larger _extent than many

*igftfi*agine, the history of Birmingham is.the
history of I"V late nineteenth and early twentieth
centurY American metroPolis'l3
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however, that began to change, as solutions to urban problems generally failed to produce the expected results, including the emergence of a
thriving industrial-urban order in the South. What happened was that
the continuing dissonance between what was and what ought to be led
those engaged in the discourse about southern and northern cities to
redefine what their idea ought to be. In short, the conception of Amerir:a as unified and homogeneous was replaced by a vision of America as
rrn entity that ought to be, was, or was becoming culturally pluralistic,
rr vision which set off attempts to define and realize a peculiarly southern culture and regionalism and fherefore to define and realize a pecuIiarly southern urbanism and pattern of urbanization legitimately
different from those of the East, Midwest, and West.
The notion of the South as a pluralistic cultural area defined the
region and its cities as composed of subcultures and parts so interdependent that change in one produced change in the others and the
cntire system. The new notion also held that the South was a problem
llecause it was poor, and that it was poor in part because it suffered
I'rom a time lag, such that the South in the 1920s and 1930s occupied a
position reached by the North in the mid-nineteenth century. This view
suggested thewisdom of various policies to stimulate southern development in ways producing a variety of cities rather than merely industrial ones. Southern cities now seemed ideal spots in which to conduct
spring training for major league baseball, if not major league baseball
itself. They also offered ideal materials, including Porgy and Bess and
jazz, which came to be seen in this period as America's only indigenous
art form, for enriching classical music, if not ideal locales for major
league opera companies and symphonic orchestras. The South also
seemed an ideal location for textile manufacturing and for the construction of federal highways, such as the one linking Detroit to
Atlanta and Miami, not only to make its cities more accessible to
business or to tourists seeking to taste the variety of southern life but
also for defense purposes to tie together new military installations.
And the new view also suggested the wisdom of system-wide planning
and policies, such as the New Deal's agricultural, resettlement, and
TVA programs to combat unemployment and persisting pockets of
poverty in the area's most backward regions, and metropolitan rather
than merely city planning.
One consequence of these various events was a small boom in
southern urban growth and a shift in the pattern of urbanization.
Between 1920 and 1940, according to Professor George Tindall, the
South's economy "took off ' as its rate of metropolitan growth exceeded
the national average by 50 percent and as the Iist of southern cities
among the nation's largest doubled from seven to fourteen. Not every
place benefited equally, however, for south Florida, especially Miami,
the piedmont, the Gulf Coast from Pensacola to New Orleans, Houston
and DaUas in Texas, and the TVA region in Alabama and Tennessee
showed the most dramatic changes and gains.
The view of the South as a distinctive region persisted intothelast
half of the twentieth century, but the content of the notion changed.
After about 1950 a new view of American pluralism and the South took
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It posited individuals and individual localities and institutions
r"tfr". than cultural regions and metropolitan communities as basic
hold.
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Our rece"t putt, i"-ihort, contains good news for progro-wth elements in the Soritfr. But the period of the community of limitg4liabilitv
when I
*"v *"u have ended. I first began to think so in the early 19?Qs
r""gfrt to discover the meanin[-of the new word "m-e!r9P!ex'" In Dallas
roni*"u told me it first referred to the area from which the new air-port

would draw oribo,r.td passengers, and that

it

gradually dislodged

rlMorris Janowitz, The Community Press in on lLrban Setting (Chicago: University of Chicago
press, l96T). !'or an elaboration of the consequences of the notion of community of limited liability'
1935'1976 (Knoxaee Zane L. Miller, Suburb: Neighborhood ond Community in Forest Park, Ohio,
ville: University of Tennessee Press, 1981).
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metropolis as the word designating the Dallas-Ft. Worth urban area.
Next a physician in New Orleans told me that metroplex identified an
area for the delivery to individuals of health care services, and
observed that it did not coincide with either political jurisdictions or
previous definitions of the social and economic entity known as the
New Orleans metropolitan area. And then I learned that in Hamilton,
( )hio, just north of Cincinnati, a radio station started in the early 1970s
to say that it served the Cincinnati-Dayton metroplex, by which it
meant an area containing theindividuals who lived within reach of the
station's signal.
What intrigued me about these definitions of metroplex was the
ir bsence of a civic or cultural connotation, their assumption that urban
society consists of individuals liberated and turned inward in the
pursuit of personal psychological, physical, and social and economic
well-being. It strikes me too that proponents of the neighborhood
organization movement since the early 1970s have defined their localities as noncivic places of inward turning individuals which need a
share of local sovereignty not merely to participate'in planning decisions but to assert local control in doing their own planning, zoning,
irnd historic preservation, and in devising their own budgets in ways to
itdvance individual interests rather than the public interest. And it also
strikes me that the new terms sunbelt and frostbelt are defined in
similar ways, not as civic or cultural entities but merely as settings for
activities of individuals turned inward in the pursuit of the politics of
prersonal advocacy, a politics which resorts increasingly not merely to
l'roposition 13s but to referenda of all kinds, independent voting, formation of single issue groups, and litigation, and less willingly, to
(:ompromise through the legislative process and political parties.
It is in my judgement this definition of urban society ai a community of advocacy which constitutes one of our more pressing problems.
It has produced a kind of political paralysis at all levels of government,
fed a disinclination even to discuss the public welfare, and contributed
to the budget crises confronting not only central city but also innersu burban municip alities and inner-metropolitan counties. And it leads
us to overlook some

familiar and unresolved urban problems, including

housing, health care and poverty, and most importantly the persistence of brown and black ghettoes, which as the events in Miami during
the summer of 1980 suggest, remain like time bombs ticking away at
the heart of our metropolitan areas.ls
Solutions to these issues will not be easy to find, but if this foray
through Southern urban history suggests anything it suggests that we
can do something about all of them. It suggests, that is, that we are not

tson the community of advocacy

see

Miller, Suburb.
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"u:a: A Brief

..YOUR GENEROUS INVITATION":
IIVENTS PRECEDING THE
APPEARANCE OF'JOHN F. KENNEDY
BEFORE THE GREATER HOUSTON
MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
IIY I)I.]ANE A. KEMPER

John Fitzgerald Kennedy, nearly twenty years after his death,
rcmains the most identifiable Roman Catholic in the history of the
tlnited States. Throughout his political career, from his first election to
[he Congress in 1946 at the age of twenty-nine, until the solemn
rcquiem mass that gripped the nation in November of 1963, Kennedy
wns known to his ever-expanding constituency as a communicant in
the Church of Rome. As a congressman and later senator from Massar:husetts, a state with a Roman Catholic population exceeding fifty
percent, his faith was hardly a liability. His religion was, in fact, a
significant asset on his running against the Eisenhower tide in 1952
irnd unseating Episcopalian Republican Henry Cabot Lodge.
A Roman Catholic running for national office was, however, a
different matter. Conventional wisdom held that anti-Catholic prejudice in all sections of the country, but particularly in the South and
Mid-West, would more than over balance Catholic bloc voting in the
Northeast and industrial centers in the Great Lakes region. The defeat
of the urban, Catholic, New York Governor Al Smith in 1928 by the
western, Protestant, Herbert Hoover was confirmation of the thesis.
In 1959 and 1960 traditional political thinking concerning the
influence of religious preference on voting behavior would be first
challenged and then shattered. While there were significant events
along the way, such as Fletcher Knebel's interview of Senator Kennedy
in Look magazine in March of 1959, and the candidate's victory over
Hubert Humphrey in the Democratic primary in Protestant West Virginia a year later, it was the appearance before the clergy of Houston on
the evening of September 12, 1960, that defused issues emanating from
Mr. Kennedy's faith for the remainder of the campaign.
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constrained by historic or other kinds of determinisms, for _our predehave b""n able to view their society in newways- and therefore
"".r"rc
to create new realities. So we shouldperhaps beginby asking ourselves
of advocacy is really t-he klnd of society w-e want' If
ii tfr"
could begin to formul_ate a new definition which will meet our
*""o-munity
"ot, b"tter describe the realities of our times as we now understand
;;;il,
them. If so, we might ask whether we can arrang-e our institutions,
communities, and ioii.i.t so thatthey work mqre effectively and equit^Liv ifr.r, tiiuv-[i"e-during that recent past in which we still live'
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John Fitzgerald Kennedy, nearly twenty years after his death,
rcmains the most identifiable Roman Catholic in the history of the
United States. Throughout his political career, from his first election to
tlre Congress in L946 at the age of twenty-nine, until the solemn
rcquiem mass that gripped the nation in November of 1963, Kennedy
was known to his ever-expanding constituency as a communicant in
the Church of Rome. As a congressman and later senator from Massar:husetts, a state with a Roman Catholic population exceeding fifty
percent, his faith was hardly a liability. His religion was, in fact, a
significant asset on his running against the Eisenhower tide in 1952
and unseating Episcopalian Republican Henry Cabot Lodge.
A Roman Catholic running for national office was, however, a
different matter. Conventional wisdom held that anti-Catholic prejudice in all sections of the country, but particularly in the South and
Mid-West, would more than over balance Catholic bloc voting in the
Northeast and industrial centers in the Great Lakes region. The defeat
of the urban, Catholic, New York Governor Al Smith in 1928 by the
western, Protestant, Herbert Hoover was confirmation of the thesis.
In 1959 and 1960 traditional political thinking concerning the
influence of religious preference on voting behavior would be first
challenged and then shattered. While there were significant events
along the way, such as Fletcher Knebel's interview of Senator Kennedy
in Look magazine in March of 1959, and the candidate's victory over
Hubert Humphrey in the Democratic primary in Protestant West Virginia a year later, it was the appearance before the clergy of Houston on
the evening of September 12, 1960, that defused issues emanating from
Mr. Kennedy's faith for the remainder of the campaign.
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